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ABSTRACT
Scientific data repositories have historically made data widely
accessible to the scientific community, and have led to better research through comparisons, reproducibility, as well as
further discoveries and insights. Despite the growing importance and utilization of data repositories in many scientific
disciplines, the design of existing data repositories has not
changed for decades. In this paper, we revisit the current
design and envision interactive data repositories, which not
only make data accessible, but also provide techniques for
interactive data exploration, mining, and visualization in an
easy, intuitive, and free-flowing manner.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
G.2.2 [Graph theory]: Graph algorithms; H.2.8 [Database
Applications]: Data Mining; H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Relevance feedback; H.5.2 [Information
Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces
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Despite the growing importance and utilization of data repositories in many scientific disciplines, the design of existing
data repositories has not changed for decades. Most existing
data repositories are designed for data sharing and management rather than for scientific inquiry, which impedes the
possibility to easily explore the data and ask novel questions
beyond the questions that sparked data collection. This is
due to the current design of data repositories, which lacks
interactive visual analytics [13; 5; 2], mining, and statistical
tools that make it easier to understand, explore, and find
new and important patterns in the data.
In this paper, we revisit the traditional data repository concept that has been widely used for decades, and instead,
we envision interactive data repositories (idr) [10; 11], an
alternative approach for the design of future data repositories, which not only makes data accessible, but also provides
techniques and tools to find, understand, and explore data
in an easy, intuitive, and free-flowing manner. Interactive
data repositories combine interactive visualizations with analytic techniques to reveal important patterns and insights
for sense-making, reasoning, and decision-making. In addition, they facilitate research, education, training, and scientific discovery. These repositories allow the user to explore a

INTRODUCTION

Scientific progress often relies on standard data sets for which
claims, hypotheses, and algorithms can be compared and
evaluated. In recent years, scientific data repositories have
made data widely accessible to the broader scientific community, and have led to better research practices through
comparisons, reproducibility, as well as further discoveries
and innovations. Such data repositories are proving to be increasingly valuable to many scientific disciplines (e.g., computer science, bioinformatics, etc.) [6; 3], while other disciplines have only recently considered data sharing (e.g., ecology, evolutionary biology, and psychology) [15; 9]. Furthermore, the recent hype of big data has fueled the importance
of sharing data for the greater good (e.g., healthcare, climate change). Hence, sharing data and making it accessible
is quickly becoming a standard, and in many disciplines is
now a requirement for funding [7; 8]. All of these reasons
have led to the growing number of data repositories and
their widespread use across a variety of disciplines.

Figure 1: Network Repository (nr) is a data repository
with interactive data exploration and visualization. nr is accessible online at http://networkrepository.com. nr goes
beyond data sharing and accessibility by providing stateof-the-art visual analytic techniques for real-time interactive
data exploration/mining and visualization.

single data set, or compare and contrast multiple data sets.
In particular, interactive data repositories integrate visual
analytic tools, which give the user full control to explore
and understand the data in real-time. Data can be explored
and visualized through user-defined and free-flowing transformations, queries, filtering, among other possibilities. We
posit that the proposed interactive data repository concept
will replace existing data repositories that have been used
for decades.
We argue that interactive data repositories will significantly
speedup scientific progress and discovery by making data
accessible, but more importantly, by making data more discoverable, interpretable, and reusable. This would provide
the broader scientific community with tools to quickly validate research findings, helping the peer-review process, and
understand the caveats of published approaches based on
the data and its characteristics. These tools would make it
easier and more intuitive to explore the data in real-time,
without the overhead of downloading the data, formatting,
writing code/loading it, among others.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 proposes an interactive data repository for graphs
and provides a prototype, whereas Section 3 investigates independent and identically distributed (IID) data. Finally,
Section 4 concludes.

line advertising), monitoring and detecting virus outbreaks
in human contact networks, predicting protein functions in
biological networks, and detecting anomalous behavior in
computer networks.
For demonstration, we discuss Network Repository (nr1 )
— the first graph data repository with a web-based interactive platform for real-time graph analytics (Figure 1). nr
has hundreds of graphs for users to download and share.
However, the key factor that di↵erentiates nr from other
repositories [12; 14] is the interactive graph analytics and
visualization platform.
Network repository aims to improve and facilitate the scientific study of graphs by making it easy to interactively
explore, visualize, and compare a large number of graphs
across many di↵erent dimensions and facets. nr currently
has 500+ graphs from 19 general collections (social, information, and biological networks, among others) that span a
wide range of types (e.g., bipartite, temporal) and domains
(e.g., social science, physics, biology). In addition to exploring the data in the repository, we also make it easy for users
to upload and quickly explore and visualize their own data
using the platform.
Next, we discuss some of the key features that that di↵erentiate nr from other repositories.

2.

The interactive platform gives users the unique ability to
interactively explore and visualize the topology of graphs in
seconds. Figure 2 demonstrates this feature, where users
have the flexibility to visualize any graph in the repository
by simply selecting it from the left menu. The left menu
displays a variety of graph collections which users can then
click to display all graphs in a given collection. Once a graph
is selected, we can then get a global view of the structural
patterns by zooming-out completely. Similarly, users can
drill-down on the regions of the graph that are of interest.
For instance, suppose a user is interested in large cliques,
then after spotting such regions from the global view, they
can zoom into these regions to obtain additional information on the members of the clique and their connections and
graph characteristics.

INTERACTIVE GRAPH REPOSITORY

This section discusses the design of an interactive data repository for graphs (a.k.a relational data, networks), where the
nodes represent entities (e.g., objects, people) and the links
represent the dependencies among them. Graphs arise as
a natural data representation, and allow us to study phenomena in a variety of domains, including social, behavioral, biological, transportation, communication, and financial domains. Studying these real-world graphs is crucial for
solving numerous problems that lead to high-impact applications. For example, identifying the behavior and interests
of users in online social networks (e.g., viral marketing, on-
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Figure 2: Interactive exploration and visualization of the
properties and topology of graphs using Network Repository
(nr) to discover valuable insights.

Interactive Graph Topology Visualization

Multi-scale Interactive Graph Analytics

In order to provide the most flexibility for exploring data,
nr provides a multi-scale graph analytics engine. This allows for each graph property to be easily analyzed at various
levels of granularity and aggregation, which leads to a large
space of possibilities for exploring and querying the data.
Such an approach has many other advantages beyond providing users with a large space of possibilities for exploring
and querying the data. In particular, nr provides an intuitive and meaningful approach that facilitates exploring
and understanding graphs and their structure, both at the
global macro-level as well as the local micro-level. For instance, at the global macro-level, nr maintains a number
of global graph statistics and properties (e.g., total number of triangles, average clustering coefficient, max k-core
number, etc). Alternatively, nr uses node-level (link-level)
graph properties to explore graphs at the local micro-level.
In addition, the multi-scale analytics engine leverages visual analytics tools that facilitate graph exploration. For
1
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Figure 4: Interactive plot of the triangle count complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF)

Figure 3: A snapshot of the online page of the network
science coauthorship graph (ca-netscience), showing the interactive graph visualization and scatter plot. Note that
each graph is automatically processed and assigned a unique
URL for reference. This URL makes it easy for others to
download the exact data, but also contains documentation
and metadata, as well as numerous interactive visualization
tools, graph statistics, as well as node-level statistics and
distributions.
example, an interactive scatter plot matrix to analyze the
correlation between pairs of node/link statistics (see an example in Figure 3), which supports brushing to allow users
to highlight interesting nodes (and links) across the various
measures. Furthermore, semantic zooming can be used to
drill-down in order to understand the di↵erences between
individual nodes and links.
Further, nr leverages node and link summarization techniques (e.g., binning/histograms, statistical distributions)
to obtain fast, meaningful and useful data representations.
For instance, nr provides interactive plots of the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) and the complementary CDF
for important graph properties (e.g., degree distribution).
These are known to be important for networks, capturing
interesting structural properties such as heavy-tailed distributions (see an example in Figure 4).

2.3

Figure 5: Interactive scatter plot matrix for largescale graph comparisons.
Interactively comparing
graphs across a wide range of fundamental graph properties.
Each data point represents a graph and each unique color
represents the graph collection (e.g., social networks). In
this example, we filter all graphs that have a global clustering coefficient () greater than 0.6. Thus, all graph datasets
that satisfy this query are highlighted in all other interactive plots. Further queries and research questions may be
explored using this set of graphs that satisfy  0.6.

Interactive Graph Search & Comparisons

Graphs are easily compared across a wide range of important
and fundamental graph statistics and properties (e.g., max
k-core number, total number of triangles, degree, max clique
size, motif counts, etc.). Figure 5 demonstrates how graphs
can be interactively compared using an interactive scatter
plot matrix and gives intuition for the types of queries and
questions that can be explored. Clearly, as we show in Figure 5, there is a collection of data points where each point
represents a graph, and users can use brushing to filter
graphs via any user-selected constraint(s) and then highlights all such graphs (or nodes/edges) that satisfy it across
all other interactive plots. In essence, nr supports inter-

Figure 6: Univariate statistics are updated on-the-fly after
any data filtering or querying/selection.

active techniques such as brushing, linking, highlighting, as
well as semantic zooming, to give the user full control to explore, query, and compare large collections of graphs across
many dimensions. Finally, nr provides search tools to search
for graphs by keywords and types.

Figure 7: Interactive scatter plot matrix. The screenshot above is of the iris data where data points are colored by species.
The lower triangular shows the relationship between pairs of variables, whereas the diagonal provides univariate analysis (e.g.,
histograms, whisker plots, and outliers).

2.4

Scalability & Big Data Considerations

Big graph data may also be interactively explored and visualized using nr. We don’t just provide users with summary or graph-level statistics, but allow a much deeper exploration of the data while sending a significantly smaller
amount of data. For instance, users can interactively explore a range of distributions from a wide variety of important graph properties and statistics. Whenever necessary,
we utilize state-of-the-art graph sampling methods to ensure
fast and efficient loading and processing of the data while
being as accurate as possible [1]. These techniques are extremely e↵ective for sampling node features and visualizing
the structure and connectivity of the graphs.
Furthermore, at the heart of the interactive platform lies a
high-performance parallel graph analytics engine, which is
written in C/C++ and designed to be fast and scalable for
extremely large graphs. We note that it outperforms other
libraries such as GraphLab and igraph (e.g., on triangle and
motif counting).

3.

STATISTICAL VISUAL ANALYTICS

This section discusses the design of interactive data repositories for IID data. Since visual analytic techniques for idr
largely depend on the scientific discipline, we discuss general guidelines and provide examples from a recent visual
analytic platform for such data.
Interactive univariate analysis o↵ers a quick assessment of
a variable (e.g., see Figure 6 for point statistics). Further, Figure 7 provides interactive box-and-whisker plots,
histograms, outlier detection/visualization, etc. To quan-

tify the relationship between two variables, one may use
bivariate point statistics (e.g., correlation coe↵. denoted
by r in Figure 7). A variety of visual bivariate analytic
techniques are shown in the lower-triangular region of Figure 7. In particular, interactive scatter plots, loess curves
(non-parametric, non-linear) [4], and regression lines. Categorical variables may be used to color the data points in
each scatter plot as well as the loess curves and regression
lines.
It is also important to provide interactive multidimensional
analytic techniques to understand the relationships between
variables simultaneously (e.g., the interactive scatter plot
matrix in Figure 7 with brushing and linking).
Interaction techniques such as brushing, linking, zooming,
panning, filtering are used heavily in idr. All data normalization and transformations in Figure 7 are interactive,
rapid, incremental, and reversible.

4.

CONCLUSION

This paper revisits existing scientific data repositories, and
instead, proposes the concept of an interactive data repository that aims to facilitate scientific progress by incorporating interactive visual analytic techniques for the exploration,
mining, and understanding of data in real-time. The paper
also discusses a prototype of interactive data repositories for
both graph data and independent and identically distributed
(IID) data.
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